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political landscape, but like any good novel
the politics are in what Bernard Shaw called,
“the exhilarating spectacle” of respectable
families driven by greed and generosity to
breaking point, as brothers and sisters love
and hate each other, wives are bought and
sold and commit adultery. Though shorter
than many great nineteenth-century novels,
Little Hut of Leaping Fishes has their breadth
of scope and wealth of characters, and like
most novelists of that age Chiew-Siah Tei
does not (as Henry James did) tell the
story from the viewpoint of one character,
but feels free to tell us the hidden thoughts
and feelings of many. For me the result is
wonderfully true, though in a few places near
the end I think her harsh but sympathetic
story goes soft.
Mingzhi gets to know an Irish missionary
and a British merchant, very different people,
but he finds both of them wise and honest,
friendly and helpful. We know there have
been such missionaries and businessmen, but
the merchant at least should have represented
the greed for gain that brought foreigners
to China and let them ruthlessly exploit it.
I say this with regret for I share his [first?]
name and his habit of immoderate laughter.
Also a minor character, a little boy actor who
becomes Mingzhi’s only childhood friend,
is cruelly dismissed because grandpa
Chai wants young Mingzhi not to have
friends. Nearly twenty years later, when
Mingzhi is a rich magistrate, he recognizes a
sick and crippled dock labourer as his former
friend, installs him in his fine mansion, meaning to nurse him into health. The cripple
hardly remembers him, panics and runs away
stealing a precious cup. This is well written
and horribly convincing. But the poor man
appears later and we are told of a good reason
for his taking the cup, and of his unsuccessful, unconvincing intention of returning it. It
looks as though, like Dickens in Oliver Twist,
Chiew-Siah Tei cannot show an innocent
young boy being so brutally treated that he is
crippled in body and soul.
The novels ends with Mingzhi taking ship
to leave China in 1900.
Tomorrow the ship will enter the sea, across
which the naval fleets of the Eight-Nation
Allied Powers – Britain, France, Italy, America, Austria, Japan, Germany, Russia – will
soon sail, bringing with them tens of thousands
of troops. All ready for a bite of the cake they
have been hungry for, sweet and soft and
creamy. A cake called China.

I do not know if Chiew-Siah Tei will write
more about Mingzhi in the twentieth century,
but her novel already explains most of what
followed in China, especially its conquest
by Chairman Mao’s Communist Party. It
confirms what Hendrik van Loon wrote
in The Home of Mankind, a children’s
geography book published in 1933. He
described further chaos descending on China
after the First World War, when “it was
forced to take the side of the Allies in a quarrel in which, as usual, it had nothing to gain
and a great deal to lose”. Van Loon ended by
saying, “I am no prophet. I don’t know what
will happen during the next ten or fifteen
years. Conditions probably won’t change
very much, for poor China tried too late to
catch up with the procession of modern
states. But may the Good Lord have mercy
upon us if she ever does, for, oh, what a bill
we shall then have to pay!”.

Heroes and lies

T

he controlling theme of Blind Sunflowers is defeat in the context of the
Spanish Civil War, but the novel
offers none of the comforts of epic narratives.
In this it resembles other recent novels about
the period, such as Javier Cercas’s Soldiers
of Salamis, works which have looked for historical meaning in private voices, thereby
engaging in a soft version of revisionism.
Alberto Méndez’s revisionism is darker and
more austere. He is not concerned with praising famous men or unsung heroes: “every
death, on whichever side it occurred, served
only to glorify whoever did the killing”, says
a character, and the novel goes against any
kind of glorification, maintaining that the
nationalists’ victory entailed defeat for a
whole country.
Four interconnected stories – each carrying
the word “defeat” in the title – show this to be
true. In the opening one, “First defeat: 1939,
or, If the heart could think it would cease to
beat”, Captain Carlos Alegría, a member of
Franco’s army, surrenders to the enemy when
it becomes clear that his side is about to win.
Wanting no part in a conflict he considers
meaningless, he makes it clear that he is not a
simple deserter either: “I’m a prisoner”, he
insists, and keeps saying it when, later on, he
is sentenced to death by firing squad. The
third story, “The language of the dead”, is a
companion piece, told from the other side. In
1941, Juan Sendra, a Republican fighter
doing time in gaol, is given a reprieve when
the colonel in a charge of the prison asks him
if he knew his son Miguel, killed by the
Republicans. Sendra did, and discovers that
if he feeds the colonel fabrications about his
son’s heroism he might save his skin. Yet he
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cannot bring himself to go on doing it.
Miguel, who murdered civilians and operated
on the black market, does not deserve to be
the protagonist of any heroic stories.
Méndez is careful not to glamorize defeat:
the second story, “Manuscript found in oblivion”, and the fourth, “Blind sunflowers”, are
about sacrifices that lead to nothing but personal despair. In “Manuscript”, a seventeenyear-old poet and his pregnant girlfriend flee
Madrid shortly after end of the war; the
couple and their newborn child die in a cabin
in the mountains on the border of Asturias
and León: the girl in childbirth, and the father
and son of starvation and cold. Presented as
brief diary entries, the story is the weakest in
the collection in terms of narrative technique,
but it is grimly moving. “Blind sunflowers”,
equally dark, is a more vigorous piece of writing, in which the voices of a lecherous priest,
a child, and a third-person narrator weave a
taut narrative about a Republican in hiding, a
grotesque infatuation, an attempted rape, a
suicide and an apostasy. The priest is something of a stereotype, but his confession,
filled with self-exculpatory religiose clichés
(”God had used me as the instrument of
justice”), is imagined to great effect.
As a storyteller, Méndez is a double agent,
an undercover realist moving freely in post-

Postal properties

V

icente Molina Foix is a film director
and translator of Shakespeare, a
social commentator and a novelist.
El abrecartas (The Letter-opener) gives
proof of a large talent. Without recourse to a
narrator or overarching guide of any kind,
Molina Foix plunges the reader into a series
of testimonies, mainly in the form of
exchanges of letters. The correspondence
begins in 1921 and ends in 1999, thus serving
as a commentary on Spain’s history during
this period.
The novel begins with Rafael, a fictional
schoolmate of Federico García Lorca, writing to the poet without expecting a reply.
Lorca’s plays have inspired him not only to
write letters but to leave the life he might
have expected to lead in Andalusia, and to
become a soldier and an author. Several of
the letter-writers reappear as the century
proceeds and their lives evolve and interlink
in ways they do not always appreciate.
Perhaps the most important of these, the one
who lends some coherence to the whole, is
Setefilla, Rafael’s cousin. She corresponds
with the poet Vicente Aleixandre (who was a
friend of Molina Foix), then elopes to Latin
America with the wife of Alfonso, an art
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teacher imprisoned by Franco’s forces after
the Civil War. Later, Setefilla becomes
Alfonso’s penfriend after she returns alone to
Spain and becomes a successful children’s
author. Although the elegant correspondence
between Setefilla and Alfonso dries up,
leaving several mysteries unresolved, her
continued existence into her nineties, inspires
the final letter of the novel in which she is
advised of the sale via the internet of relics –
clothing, letters, photographs, pamphlets and
typescripts – the property of the literary
figures of the century.
The relics, chance fragments with a historical resonance, are like the invented documents which make up the novel itself; they
are being sold by the miserable Ramiro
Fonseca, a would-be artist, who bitterly
denounces the Spanish intellectual set which
once rejected him, in a series of reports to the

modernist territory. The narrative in the first
tale, for instance, is qualified by phrases such
as “We now know” and “We imagine that
this sequence”, and some of the story is said
to be “based on an amalgam of disparate,
sometimes contradictory versions, often the
product of the hazy memories of witnesses
who prefer to forget”. The poet’s manuscript
is introduced by a nameless “editor”; and in
the last piece, the different narrators are
marked by different typefaces. But the author
is not suggesting that his characters are only
textual creations. Instead, he is alert to the
drama of authentication which was set in
motion after the human drama ended: how
history came to be written, documents
amassed, experience preserved. We are
encouraged to remember that under Franco
there was every incentive not to arrive at
truth. “At school”, a character says, “Franco
. . . and the Nationalist Movement were
things that had appeared as if by magic, or
fallen from the sky to bring order out of
chaos . . . . There were no victims, only
heroes; no dead people, only those who had
fallen in the name of God and Spain.” This is
the view that the book opposes.
The writing in Blind Sunflowers has an
aphoristic crispness which coexists with
remarkable metaphors (“Winter clung to the
balconies as though trying to climb inside for
the warmth and smell of chicory”), and careful observation. There are also passages of
Chekhovian everyday mysteriousness:
Juan tried to talk to him about his brother and
their life together in Miraflores, but whenever
he tried to recall how it had been, the only
image that came to mind was of snowstorms.

Although brief, the novel is full of such
felicities. The author died shortly after completing it [in 2007?], and it remains his only
work of fiction. Readers should be grateful to
have it, and English readers doubly grateful
for Nick Caistor’s impeccable translation.

police. Fonseca’s reports, complete with
crossings out and marginal annotations, are
used by Molina Foix to mock the style of the
informes of the Franco regime, and to belittle
the finger-pointers.
The novelist brings together historical
figures and fictional characters, but he avoids
the risks of inventing letters from the wellknown writers he features – with the brief
exception of Vicente Aleixandre. Many of
his correspondents are part of Lorca’s circle:
Rafael Alberti, Miguel Hernández, Eugenio
D’Ors and the avant-garde film directors of
the late 1960s. The portrayal of this “faction”
is a clever and often witty way of revealing
the day-to-day historical realities of Spain
with and beyond Franco, without the formal
demands of a plot-driven historical novel.
El abrecartas evokes a yearning for what
might have been. Many of the letters are sent
from beyond Spanish borders – England,
France, Switzerland, Mexico, Morocco – or
to and from prison; some are censored, others
never delivered. The novel is a collage
which attempts to reflect nearly a century of
turmoil. It is a notable achievement, especially impressive given the challenges
presented by the epistolary form. The richness of the voices which the author creates,
and the sensitivity with which they are
revealed, are testament to the maturing of a
highly talented creative writer.

